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PURAVANKARA - TIVOLI HILLS PLOTS
The project is Themed based layout with a through process of recreating Tivoli Hills Inspire from Italy at the 
same time you experience a scenic view of Nandi Hills and Hill top Jain Temple.

Tivoli once the town in central Italy also the summer resort in roman times containing renaissance Villa d’Este is 
coming back to life again in North Bangalore 





North Bengaluru – The address of the future



If you’re not in North Bengaluru, here’s what you’re missing out:

In North Bengaluru, you can tick it right away. The place is a 20 km stretch comprising active commercial areas, large MNCs, beautiful public parks, 

and more. With a top-notch social infrastructure, everything is in proximity, including renowned educational institutes, shopping and leisure centres, 

restaurants, and hotels.

Road, Land, and Air, connectivity like nowhere

Effortless and convenient commuting will no longer be a dream. You’ll be able to live away from chaos yet be well connected to the city. Interspersed 

with abundant flyovers and exquisite roadways, Bellary Road and Outer Ring Road, to name a couple, provide for a quick and easy trip to the city. 

Several IT Parks like WTC, and the Devanahalli Business Park, and also quick connectivity to the Kempegowda Airport will make both work and travel 

for work as commodious as ever. With every necessity close to the doorstep, homebuyers can be sure that traffic will be the last reason for being late 

to work.

Upcoming Connectivity & Developments 

Doddaballapur Road, Bellary Road, Old Madras Road, Sarjapur Rd and NICE Ring Road (NRR) for their respective job locations in and around the 

city. Considering this, the Peripheral Ring Road (PRR) has been proposed by the concerned authorities of the state in order to ease traffic flow 

movement on ORR. In addition, Namma Metro has proposed metro lines connecting in coming time.

Expanding economy, rising opportunities

Apart from the impeccable infrastructure or the future appreciations of the property, the biggest advantage that North brings with it is the growing 

opportunities and development scope. With the influx of IT professionals moving to North Bengaluru in search of job opportunities, the economy of 

North Bengaluru has soared at a higher rate and is soon expected to become the new IT-hub. This also means that the owners and investors can 

expect higher appreciation rates in the near future. Various governmental projects like the revival of the ITIR (Information Technology Investment 

Region) would generate a surge of job opportunities in the area.



https://www.karnataka.com/real-estate/land-guidance-value-bangalore/

Government Valuation data 

Top existing project: KIADB North Bangalore Hi-Tech, Hardware, Aerospace Park

Larger life, smaller budgets

Most of the older localities of Bengaluru are far too expensive, especially for young investors. With property prices skyrocketing, one will be denied 

the taste of luxury in affordable budgets. On the contrary, North Bengaluru is rich with new constructions and superior quality projects that come 

with a host of luxury amenities like clubhouses, swimming pools, gyms, and more. Say yes to a luxurious life without digging big holes in your pocket.

All these and a bright future!

The government and major investors are showing a keen interest in this region. The top reason being is the proposed peripheral ring road that will 

boost connectivity. Also, the area has emerged as the hub of aerospace SEZ with plenty of manufacturing units and hardware parks being set up.

If affordable luxury along with a non-chaotic life is where you see your family’s future, go nowhere else, but North!

Click the link for more details: 

https://www.karnataka.com/real-estate/land-guidance-value-bangalore/
https://www.karnataka.com/real-estate/land-guidance-value-bangalore/
http://abnhai.in/

